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PALOMA
Welcome PALOMA salon: fashion, 
health, great hair and a damn good 
time. You can get it all, right here.
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PALOMA

Following eight years of partnership, Oscar Cullinan (Oscar 
Oscar Salons) and Paloma Rose Garcia have officially parted 
business-ways. But as the world continues to spin the pages 
of a new chapter move with it. World, welcome PALOMA - 
Sydney’s fresh-faced destination for hair and wellness, and 
the culmination of one 15-year-old apprentice’s dream.

“Oscar and I have parted ways with nothing but respect, admiration 
and well wishes for one another and our respective businesses. 
Oscar has taught me just about everything I know in regards 
to business and processes, and without this guidance over the 
years, I wouldn’t have been in the position to open PALOMA.”

Maintaining residency on Oxford Street, Paddington, PALOMA 
presents a whole new jam. It’s fresh, fashion-forward yet 
understated, and knows that true beauty starts from the 
inside. PALOMA is grounded and empowered, and while 
she takes her coffee with almond and H2O with an anti-
oxidant shot, loves to let her hair down, too. Gin with a dash 
of tonic, thank you Sir. She’s free, stylish and with sex appeal 
to boot. This defines the PALOMA ambassador and exactly 
how the team aspires to make clients feel, every day.

“When people hear that I’ve launched my own salon they 
assume I’m rolling out a whole new shop fit out … calm down 
I’ve just bought out a business partner, I can’t afford it!”

“What I have done is work with the best of the best across 
branding and copywriting, and have committed to a three 
month PR and marketing campaign to really drive the launch.”

The PALOMA colour scheme feels more beauty than hair with 
a directive of terracotta and nudes. The antithesis of Eighties 
salon culture, the tunes are trending yet chill and the attention 
to detail on a whole new level. The wellness and lifestyle 
aspect is a modern (and genius) addition for the guest; truly 
marking the space a retreat for award winning hair design. 

PALOMA is a stockist of Maison Balzac candles and presents 
every guest one of the brand’s glass carafes and matching 
goblets filled with your choice of still or sparkling and enhanced 
with one of three Beauty Chef beauty boosts (Collagen, 
Antioxidant or Hydration). Once your order is placed and 
consultation concluded, prepare for your ‘sensory journey.’ 
Close your eyes and take three deep breaths, inhaling a different 
dōTERRA essential oil each time. Which most resonated with 

you today? Let your PALOMA staff member know and they’ll 
proceed with a ritual head, neck and shoulder massage.

The people and products Paloma surrounds herself with are 
important, and as a proud member of Sustainable Salons 
Australia, she looks to formulas that embody both a luxury 
and environmental aspect. Oribe, Kérastase and now KEVIN.
MURPHY line the retail shelves, and in big news, KEVIN.
MURPHY (Color.Me) now dominates the basin room.

“We played around with the range and the results were just 
amazing. Not only is the performance phenomenal but the 
range is completely ammonia free (except for the bleach), 
and as a boss there is a duty of care to create the healthiest 
environment for my staff and of course, clientele.”

For Paloma her business is her team and so the decision 
to title her salon PALOMA was a hard one.

“I still feel a bit uneasy about using my name. I like to pride 
myself on being a down to earth person … the success of 
my business isn’t about me, it’s about my team and I stand 
by that. However the brand experts assured me PALOMA 
was the best choice given I’m in here a lot, everyone knows 
me in the business and my name is akin to the brand.”

Visit paloma-salon.com | Follow @paloma_salon
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THE PALOMA COLOUR SCHEME 
FEELS MORE BEAUTY THAN HAIR 
WITH A DIRECTIVE OF TERRACOT-
TA AND NUDES. THE ANTITHESIS 

OF EIGHTIES SALON CULTURE, THE 
TUNES ARE TRENDING YET CHILL 

AND THE ATTENTION TO DETAIL ON 
A WHOLE NEW LEVEL. THE WELL-
NESS AND LIFESTYLE ASPECT IS A 
MODERN (AND GENIUS) ADDITION 
FOR THE GUEST; TRULY MARKING 
THE SPACE A RETREAT FOR AWARD 

WINNING HAIR DESIGN. 


